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Abstract: Contemporary geopolitical events indicate that modern conflicts are nonlinear, hybrid and asymmetric. Furthermore, this environment points to a tendency towards displacing the conflicts arena from the classic milieu of very conventional battlefields to the non – convectional arena. Also, critical national infrastructure became a likely primary operational goal of the unconventional opponents. Those characteristics further lead to the necessity of contemporary conceptual analysis of the acting indication of asymmetric security threats and hybrid warfare operations and their impact on national critical infrastructure. Namely, we bear witness that states and non-state actors mostly practice unconventional forms of conflict based on interest positioning. Common notion of contemporary security paradigm with general unconventional forms of threatening is defined as the hybrid security concept. In the scope of critical national infrastructure, hybrid security coercions are an acting form of asymmetric security threats. In the article, the author aims to contribute to answering the following questions: What is hybrid warfare and where is its link with asymmetric security threats? Which part of the Critical National Infrastructure is most vulnerable to asymmetric threats? How to develop the prevention and effective Hybrid anti - measures? The analysis which is offered in the paper is accomplished by using a broad base of scientific and expertise literature, as well as actual indicators related to the situation of the Republic of Serbia regarding Hybrid forms of endangering national critical infrastructure.
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157
HYBRID SECURITY THREATS – WAR OR CONCEPT?

Hybrid warfare represents the actual expression of primeval aspirations of the strategic advantages of the achievements over the opponent, mainly by non-armed means. The analysis of contemporary conflicts concludes that they have characteristics of emerged forms of the fourth or even the fifth generation of wars. In addition, some authors have developed a theory of the so called "Wars of 6th generation", as well as Asymmetric warfare. However, it can be said that the hybrid conflict concept announced in 1989, when Lind predicted an increase in information warfare and psychological operations in future conflicts. Lind argues that „Psychological operations may become a dominant operational and strategic weapon in the forms of media / information intervention ... [and] the main target will be enemy population’s support of its government and the war. Television news may become a more powerful operational weapon than armored divisions". Furthermore, some authors consider that the last decade of the twentieth century commits to a new era of warfare, with no - limit in terms of assets (armed or unarmed), the consist form of the deployed forces (national, transnational, multinational, non-governmental), as well as with the ambiant of appearance attacks (territory, waters, resources, trade, finance, information, media, beliefs, culture, technology, military, political system). According to some theories, activities that lead to the destabilization of a country or the

245 Asymmetric warfare, according to many authors, is not a new phenomenon. According to them, conceptual basis Asymmetric warfare can be observed through the Sun Tzu Wu writing. The basis of the concept of asymmetric warfare represents a model in which the technological and abundance inferior opponent inflicts losses to the opposite side, presenting the results in order to promote their views and objectives tending to evolve new, motivated minded.
change of its government, with the aim of establishing the state of disturbing
the balance in international relations and the realization of its own interests,
primarily by non-combat means, can be termed as a hybrid.

Hybrid security threats gather all phenomena which engage synergy
implementation of conventional weapons, unconventional and irregular tactics,
terrorist acts and criminal activities, simultaneously acting on one battlefield,
with the goal of achieving political objectives. This concept of achieving
national interests is called the unconventional, political (hybrid) warfare.

Hybrid security threats are generated to establish the conditions which disrupt
the balance of power in international relations and the realization of its own
interests, predominantly by non-combat means.

US military doctrinal documents recognized that the actual conflicts
could not be solved only by military means, and in order to achieve the
success, it is necessary to engage all national capacities: diplomatic,
informational, military and economic.

Also, according to the Russian military doctrine, modern warfare is
described as an integrated engagement of military forces and resources which
have no military character, with an emphasis on the application of rate
information warfare with the goal of achieving political objectives without the
direct involvement of military forces, with the aim of shaping the desired
response of world public opinion. Furthermore, the Russian doctrine predicts
the specific form of modern conflicts in which they will apply an integrated
operation of military and political, economic, informational and other non-
military activities.

Taking into account the characteristics and manifestation forms of
hybrid forms of endangering national security, in summary, it could express
the main pillows of hybrid operations expressions.

- Special and psychological operations which represent the armed, conventional-unconventional forms of the engagement of forces and resources.

- Economic, energy and political pressures. Beside the fact that the economy has intensified as a reflection of the state power, not explicitly by military forces, but thus it becomes a key subject of military operations planning, with the overall military strategy relying on the engagement of various economic instruments, while the classic application of the armed forces is projected only when it is absolutely necessary.257

- Information campaigns - media and the Internet (ab)use. The essential aim of this pillow is to make an impact on retained public opinion, deviation of altitudes, changing the existence or adoption of new attitudes, as well as the introduction of doubt, uncertainty and fear. Campaigns are being carried out by the usage of all propaganda instruments, launching half-truths, unchecked sensations, media manipulation, cyberspace attacks, and others. These strong performances of creating public opinion contribute significantly to resultant effects of foreign policy which aims to achieve the strategic dominance in a particular region.258

- Public diplomacy is an activity of low intensity, long-term oriented, directly related to the concept of soft power, in which it is based on intangible and indirect influences, such as culture, social values and ideology.259 Also it is the instrument of communication between professional services, such as diplomats and foreign correspondents, and it is the process of intercultural communication.260 Public diplomacy is an activity which deals with the influence of the foreign public attitude in order to formulate and realize applicants of foreign policy, including international relations beyond traditional diplomacy.261

All listed forms of activities have the purpose of destabilizing the country or changing political and government power in it, organized and carried out with the purpose of achieving the strategic interests of outer power centers, in order to establish the state of disruption of balance in international relations, and the realization of their own interests, mostly by non-combat means. On the basis of these theories, it could be concluded that hybrid warfare does not present warfare per se, but a form of a conflict concept in which a wide range of military and non-conventional activities are applied, with a purpose of achieving the strategic advantages for applying the entity. Furthermore, raised dilemma point in correlation of hybrid conflict concept and phenomena of asymmetric security threats.

ASYMMETRIC SECURITY THREATS
AND THE HYBRID CONCEPT OF CONFLICTS

Regarding some theories, asymmetry principles in warfare are old as the war itself and belong to the mankind warfare history.\textsuperscript{262} In some scholar’s thoughts, the asymmetric warfare concept is recognized as a possibility of technically and by men power weaker opponent to achieve significant losses than other, stronger side, with simultaneous promotion of results in order to mobilize new members.\textsuperscript{263} Asymmetry in contemporary security environment could be recognized through disproportionality in technical development of conflicted parties, imbalance in moral power and psychological readiness of units as well as of wider population. Also, an organizational technological asymmetry could be recognized in war perseverance and others which mostly depends on social–psychological characteristics of conflicted parties.\textsuperscript{264}

Some authors, in summarizing the form of a description of asymmetric security threats, indicate its determinants as:\textsuperscript{265}

- New, unorthodox, unusual, surprised and unexpected threats;
- Presence of ultimately new and flexibly developed tactics and capabilities, as well as unconventional technical goods and arms.

\textsuperscript{262} Metz, S., and Johnson, D., (2001). \textit{Asymmetry And U.S. Military Strategy : Definition, Background, And Strategic Concepts}, Strategic Studies Institute, US.
\textsuperscript{263} Renz, B., Smith, H., (2016), pp.5.
\textsuperscript{264} Metz, S., and Johnson, D., V, (2001), pp. 10.
- Ambient globalizes the security environment with the state and understate security subjects and stakeholders;
- Positions and attitudes of security subjects and stakeholders regarding global international relations and security issues;
- Classical, convectional approach to the state and under state security and defense issues are relatively obsolete, out-of-date, and do not have appropriate organizational capabilities in defense of asymmetric threats.
- State system of defense shows latent institutional weaknesses, especially in the area of prevention and protection development.

Hybrid warfare and asymmetric security threats, conditionally called asymmetric warfare, are terms which are very close. The main reason for that is in acting forms, targets, nonlinear approach of exposing, unconventional means, distinguishing classical, so called Clausewitz’s ‘shape’ of war, as well as often absence (or at least, no clear presence) of state subjects in conflicts. But, regarding some scholars analysis, it is obvious that hybrid and asymmetric warfare have some significant applications especially in contribution to some theories of conflict, subjects, stake holders, aims and goals. The common point of analysis could be established in Hart’s view in the best strategic way of winning strategy. Namely, Hart thought that significantly longest and unproductive way is the direct clash of armed capacities, and that the most fecund is strategically indirect approach with different forms of unarmed means, which effectively demolishes psychological and psychical balance of opponent, and leads to his defeat.266 Basically, the logic of hybrid and asymmetric warfare could be recognized through the Chaos and Network centric theories of conflict management. Chaos theory correlates with hybrid and asymmetric warfare basically upon common multivariable process, which at first sight, are not tuned to the same aim. Upon some theories267 which analyses Man’s Chaos theory, constructive sub-chaos could be controlled as sub-strategy contests of hybrid warfare.268 The origin of this consideration contributed to the understanding of some contemporary conflicts in the papers

of Darius²⁶⁹ and Shahskov²⁷⁰. On the other hand, in support of ‘chaos’ rout of asymmetric warfare, we could say that even the origin of asymmetry is connected with the creation of chaos and demolishing the capabilities of states, by acting with the unconventional means directly to the weaken point in national infrastructure. Some analytical works recognized asymmetry as a part or ‘small’ hybrid war. Furthermore, hybrid warfare could be recognized as a chain of different activities, in which asymmetric acts are sublimated among them.²⁷¹

Network-centric warfare theory is also in correlation with hybrid and asymmetric endangerment of security. According to some theories²⁷², network-centric warfare is a conflict basically different from a classical war, in which actors use network forms of organizations, doctrines and strategies, based on modern technologies and cyber space networks. Actors mostly represented by small groups, or even solo players, who coordinate, communicate, and synchronize actions, usually without solid centered core or base. At the same time, the concept is strongly supported with a frequent usage of soft power mechanisms, especially in informational campaigns of perception management, public odium shaping and branding the organization, movement or acts.²⁷³ Additionally, asymmetry could be recognized even in a network-based organization, which is acting predominantly as a nonlinear actor, such is Al Qaida. At the same time, this organization is network based asymmetrically organized, communicated, resources, means and support delivered, as well as media and message broadcasting supported.

Through the analysis of subjects, determinants, as well as the aims of acting, it could be concluded that hybrid and asymmetric warfare closely correlate in areas of: conceptual approach of conflict management, acting subjects (which predominantly aren’t state centralized), flexibility, adaptability, unconventionality, means and methods, way of acting, choosing targets, communication strategy, mobilization of supporters and new members. At the same time, the hybrid concept of conflict has a wider meaning and inner compositions than the asymmetric way of security endangerment, which

indicates a frequent usage of ‘war’ idiom in a hybrid conflict connotation. Also, hybrid as well as asymmetric security endangerment imposes acts mostly on the most vulnerable, critical society components, resources or infrastructures. We consider both wider socio–psychological, economical, and political components, or more concrete acts against elements of infrastructure, personal safety and daily life activities, with postponed psychological effects.\textsuperscript{274}

**CRITICAL NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE CONTEMPORARY SECURITY PARADIGM**

Critical national infrastructure (CNI) could be understood as basic facilities, services, and installations needed for the functioning of a community or society\textsuperscript{275}, or organizational and physical structures and facilities of such vital importance to a nation’s society and economy that their failure or degradation would result in sustained supply shortages, significant disruption of public safety and security, or other dramatic consequences.\textsuperscript{276} A contemporary approach to the concept of CNI evolves from simplified identification with the general public infrastructure, which becomes, due to the technological development, more sophisticated, and sensitive, for the national high priority core value, which is primarily, a potential aim of hybrid and asymmetric security threats. Thus, during the eighties, CNI was mostly seen through the Public Infrastructures as „a wide array of public facilities and equipment required to provide social services and support private sector economic activity“\textsuperscript{277}

However, the complexity of geopolitical relations and the disappearance of global military polarization involve the growing threat of hybrid and asymmetric forms which compromise critical infrastructures, particularly with terrorist threats. This development of relations at the global

security stage leads to the present necessity for redefining the understanding of CNI in mid-nineties of the last century, when CNI was viewed through „framework of interdependent networks and systems comprising identifiable industries, institutions (including people and procedures), and distribution capabilities that provide a reliable flow of products and services essential to the defense and economic security of the state“. The terrorist attack on the United States on 11 September 2001 contributed significantly to the general approach and attitude to critical national infrastructures. In particular, after taking the attack effect into consideration, it was concluded that all U.S. national security stakeholders, institutions and organizations should devote to prevention and a system for monitoring and maintaining capacities to save CNI from potential new asymmetric, terrorist attacks with hybrid consequences regarding national security and defense capabilities. Elements of CNI officially include all systems in the national infrastructure which are involved in the areas of vital importance to the nation: Agriculture, Food, Water, Public Health, Emergency Services, Government, Defense Industrial Base, Information and Telecommunications, Energy, Transportation, Banking and Finance, Chemical Industry, Postal and Shipping.

The European Union as a specific form of interesting associated states, whose existence is based on a broad platform of common economic, political, social, market and the human rights and freedom values, certainly recognizes the vulnerability of CNI. Whether we are talking about general, common or special, national capacities, critical infrastructure, from the EU point of view, institutions are noticed as general resources of all EU citizens. Endangering one component of CNI of any EU member causes consequences for the whole community. That’s a reason why the EU has approaches to the regulation of access to CNI which is under the authority of the EU Member States, but also, it is recognized as collective resource. In this context, the EU defines critical infrastructure as a European infrastructure that consists of physical resources, services, devices, information technology, security, and network infrastructure, security, economic or social well-being: a) two or more Member States, b) three or more Member States.

281 EU Council directive 2008/114/EC of 8 December 2008 on the identification and designation of European critical infrastructures and the assessment of the need to improve their protection.
Results of the research which was made about CNI vulnerability based on strategy documents of several developed countries (Canada, UK, US, Germany, Norway and Switzerland), indicate that most of them, as most vulnerable parts of CNI recognized elements in the following fields: energy (electric, nuclear, gas, oil as well as their installations and transportation facilities), communication (telecommunication, informational broadcasting facilities, IT infrastructure) and public services (financial, food, water and medical supplying, public information), transport, security (nuclear, emergency and rescue services), government (institutions, buildings, basic defense industry, defense, police and customs system, public safety). Also, it indicated the existence of variability of priorities, which could be recognized as differences in specification of each country national economy, political and institutional strengths.282

The Republic of Serbia has a long and demanding path in regulation of CNI, especially in the perspective of ongoing EU integration process. Namely, Serbia, in accordance with he Law on emergency situations since 2009 has made the frame of regulations regarding the vulnerability assessments, sources of potential threat, the possible consequences, needs and possibilities for the implementation of measures and tasks of protection and rescue, which is delegated to the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Serbia.283 In the same Law, Serbia recognizes CNI, but still without a clear definition of which elements or areas of infrastructure it is all about. In the process of EU integration, the Republic of Serbia should provide in the very near future: identifying National and European critical infrastructure; To perform risk analysis and assessment of the effects of threat; To establish a system of cross-sector criteria, as well as a set of general criteria / rules for assessing the risk of separate part of systems and networks of critical infrastructure; To set up a system of specific criteria / rules and to assess the risk to CNI based on them; To define the criteria and procedures for classified information relating to the National and European critical infrastructure which is conducted in accordance with the EU legislative; To designate a focal point, which is the central body of the state administration conducted communication and coordination with the competent bodies of the EU and other countries; To realize the Plan for


operational approach to protecting CNI; To establish control and penalties measures related to jeopardizing the CNI.\textsuperscript{284}

POSSIBLE FORMS OF ENDANGERMENT OF CNI

Considering the contemporary events which affected the security and defense capabilities of the country, and which do not directly involve armed forces in conventional means of war, but primarily non-classical armed conflict forms and endangerment of national security (such as conflicts in Ukraine, Syria, situation in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, migration crisis, energy crisis, frequently terrorist acts all around the world, etc.), it is possible to develop two main approaches to the assessment of endangerment of CNI as a part of crucial national legitimacy:

- Hybrid operations as a part of Hybrid Warfare. It could be recognized in the field of energy, military technology dependence, IT, media, and economy. Main characteristics are hard clarification, acing forms which correlate with high political actions and influence, as well as diplomatic relation and deep impact on public diplomacy. Furthermore, it can be concluded that domination in this area has states which are recognized as global and regional powers, concerning the small and less developed countries. Critical national infrastructure is the aim of Hybrid warfare, mainly targeted by hybrid operations and asymmetric threats. Prevention of damage, destabilization of functions, partially or even completely loosing control or possessing NCI could be recognized in strategically and rationally orientated national policy planning. Namely, small countries with limited resources, and small international influence are just part of the biggest game of influence. By the Hybrid warfare point of view, they are objects and polygon of interests clash in strategic geopolitical arena. Understanding this rational position could help responsible and future orientated nations to prevent endangering, demolition or loosing National Critical Infrastructure or a part of it.

- Asymmetric threats, as specific form of nonlinear acting of groups, with a variety of motives and organizational aspects. Mostly recognized forms of acting are different forms of terrorist activities against the CNI, with the purpose to achieve damage, losses of functionality of CNI, impairment of human health and life, security, trust in Government and the introduction of massive panic and fear. By the analysis of parameters of endogenous aspects of CNI, possible vulnerable points, and introducing precaution measures, it is

\textsuperscript{284} \v{S}kero, M., and Ateljević, V., (2015), pp. 206.
possible to conduct effective, but not absolutely exact miserable, predicted, pre
effected action against terrorist threat. There are many different definitions
concerning asymmetric threats, but it is necessary to find one which can
describe\(^{285}\):

- New, unorthodox, surprising, urgent, and unfamiliar threats;
- The historically unique security circumstances facing the institution of
  security governance;
- Organization vulnerabilities, or lack of defense;
- Institutional weaknesses in executing responses to threats; and,
- New tactics and operations available to potential enemies.

New, asymmetric security issues could be confined to the area related
to three dominant security threats, which are not directly connected with the
traditional military structures: terrorism, organized crime, and ethnic unrest or
conflict.

The priorities of EU security policy towards the region of the Western
Balkans (WB), including the application of European conditionality, the pace
of the integration of the region, and the European posture towards the
resolution of the territorial disputes in the region should all be lined up with a
sober and constructive estimate of the nature and volume of the security threat
arising from the region. Some research\(^{286}\), that has been done, provides a
collection that all countries in the Western Balkan region have different
methodology in the approach to asymmetric threats analysis in the region. If
we recognize the asymmetric threat as the main security threat regarding CNI,
we must notice that the main challenge for all countries in the WB is to
establish gathering through asymmetric approach. Yet, we still have a potential
collision in understanding, because some of the countries do not recognize
terrorism as potential risk, threats or crisis generator. That could be the path to
potential misunderstanding of terms and a possible different approach. So, the
conclusion would be that it is necessary to learn and find common approach to
define asymmetric threats, if we want to preserve our regional, Western
Balkan CNI. If we look at the possible asymmetric threats from the joint

\(^{285}\) Lambakis, S., Kiras, J., Kolet, K., (2002), Understanding "Asymmetric" Threats to the

\(^{286}\) Štrbac, K., Mitrović, M., (2011). "Asymmetric Threats-Common Response In Western
From this standpoint, we might develop an effective crisis management approach, free of political influence.

Regarding the WB, it’s very important to stress regional approach to the aim of EU integration process as the tool against asymmetric threats pointed regding NCI. The research\textsuperscript{287} indicates that for Balkan countries it is necessary to have a joint approach to integrations as balanced toll for safety of CNI.

In conclusion of the analysis of CNI endangering forms, it could be sublimated that physical endangerment and availability factor have dominant role. Namely, CNI could be endangered, ruined, destroyed or abused by physical means, by terrorist’s acts or diversion, which are predominantly asymmetric forms of security threats, or even the part of wider hybrid operations. The availability is related to the ownership under CNI structures and possibilities of a country to gain full control of the content (gas, oil, coal, mineral, water, etc.) as well as physical part of CNI (pipe lines, delivering routes, reservoirs, mines, etc.). Namely, a country, which does not have a complete legitimate control over vital CNI, is potentially in a very high CNI risk position.

If we elaborate upon the previous hypothesis, the actual position of the Republic of Serbia will be analyzed in the frame of the Western Balkan and Europe. Namely, if we consider that role of CNI, it is not just infrastructure (objects and facilities) by itself, but potentials and resources which are in correlation with it, we could notice that hybrid and asymmetric activities against a state could be noticed in two main pillows:

Economy acts; Economic warfare is not a new idea, and it could be said that it has existed since the war itself. Contemporary economic warfare has forms of sanctions, embargo end other macroeconomic political acts, which have the purpose of conflict management tool, without the usage of armed forces.\textsuperscript{288} Thus economic means have the purpose to endanger:

- Supplying, by endangerment of availability of common and special resources;
- Trade, by limitation of the exchange which could supply necessary resources;

– Market, by needs - offer manipulations with the purpose of influence on strategic interest.

Listed measures are directed according to general capabilities of the country to react against outer or inner generated forms of security threats. Economic pressures or economical straggle presents the engagement of economy, economical means and science in achieving the advantage in strategic areas of society, and thus in security and defense sectors of the state. Namely, they are involved in achieving inner – state effects, change of state policy, political system, general weaknesses, even defense capabilities, as well as foreign policy effects. In the scope of previous listed CNI areas which are recognized in developed countries (energy, communication, public services, government, transport and security) it could be concluded that any economical, hybrid attack could make an impact on the defense and security capabilities of a country. Also, asymmetric threats, for example terrorist attacks, could seriously endanger economy system of a country, and not just psychical damaging of parts of CNI, which is a direct impact. Furthermore, asymmetric threats could seriously damage economy system of a country, by non-direct influence, such are, insecurity regarding direct terrorist threats (an impact in tourism, small business and supported services), bio and animal health attacks (meat and other food production), diseases and contagions (transport), etc. Also, asymmetric threats and attacks could be recognized as a symbiotic part of some hybrid operations. For example it could be the usage analysis of terrorist attacks on so called KLA, during 1998-1999 against and in the vicinity of economy important centers in Kosovo and Metohija, as a part of wider, hybrid operation against Yugoslavia.

Shortly, hybrid economic acts reflecting a possible negative influence on the whole country, and asymmetric attacks could consider a contribution to the total states CNI capabilities. In this term, asymmetric security threats could be understudied as a part of a hybrid concept of endangerment of states capabilities, which directly correlates with national security and defense.

Energy acts; Energy safety is a relatively new term, which considers different connotations, respectfully from the stand point of suppliers, consumers or transit countries. Oil, gas and electric power are recognized as main factors for energy safety analysis. Energy safety is directly related to geopolitical position of a country and it represents available energy resources, economic growth and political power and influence. Hybrid aspects of
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influence are especially indicated with correlation between energy and defense system of a country. Namely, a military factor is the last attribute which a country could use, after diplomacy, politics and economy efforts fail, in order to achieve energy resources. Also, the armed forces and police are guardians of energy corridors, transportation infrastructure and storages. So, we consider energy safety a part of national security cortex, which indicates that beside asymmetrical, for example terrorist acts, availability of energy resources are dominantly important for the CNI issue. From this point of view, Serbia is energy dependable country. Less of the energy sovereignty has more aspects: Serbia doesn’t have national oil or gas companies. Russian „Gasprom“ bought „Naftna industrija Srbije“ in 2008 for 400 million euros, and made a new company „Srbigas“ in which Russians have 51% of the ownership. Beside production and storage capacities, Russians controls even the land of tubes corridors. As far as oil is concerned, situation is similar. The Serbian oil company „Beopetrol“ was bought in 2003, by Russians „Lukoil“, for 117 million euros, and was overtaken with complete infrastructure and reproduction facilities. Those acts are also recognized as a part of „Russian Energy Offensive“ to South East Europe. Coal as energy resource also has tendency to be in deficit. Namely, more than 60% of Serbia coal reserves are on the territory which is unilaterally, by force taken, and named „The Republic of Kosovo“. More analyses show that a secessionist movement of Albanians is supported by some interest groups in US, which had more than clear financial motivation to approach the Serbian coal reserves on Kosovo and Metohija. Hybrid forms are recognized in a conceptual way of overall endangered national security, and asymmetry is conducted through stake holders of endangering, whether we are looking at the paramilitary and terrorist organizations which are proxy used, or on scene where there are corporations and multinational companies, which took possession under national vital CNI structures. In summary, Serbia is energy insecure country from fossil fuels point of view. Moreover, Serbia doesn’t have sovereignty

293 Original name of Autonomous province, whose second part “Metohija” originally means "Country under the administration of the monastery". The reason for that name is in the fact that the west part of Serbian south Autonomous province, since 12 century till communist regime 1945, belonged to ancient orthodox monasteries in Pec, Djakovica and Prizren.
under the oil, gas and main coil infrastructure, which makes a country deeply vulnerable.

CONCLUSION

CNI is a vulnerable point of national security and defense system. At the same time, hybrid and asymmetric way of endangerment is highly present during the peaceful time. Hybrid is mostly dangerous for the long distance point of view, because of a deep impact, correlation with related buildings, mass psychology shaping and so on. Asymmetric security threats are clear and present danger, with most devastating and psychologically expounding effects, which have a direct influence on the life of population. Both of them are hardly predicted, well camouflaged, long and secretly planned, etc. All above listed lead to the conclusion that CNI is permanent and high priority target of hybrid and asymmetric security threats. From this point of view, it has raised an ultimate necessity for comprehensive approach to the protection of CNI. Asymmetric security threats are in a wide role of national hybrid security endangerment, so it has a great potential influence on the CNI.

Specification of the WB and Serbia as its part, in prevention against hybrid and asymmetric security threats to CNI, correlate with complex history, present and future perspective of all countries in this region. Namely, the Balkan region is viewed as a common market by the investors, common infrastructure has some denominators (Corridor 7, 8 and 10), human resources are important from the standpoint of a unified approach and are counted only at the regional level, the transition problems and the industrial development have a relatively consistent level in all countries in the Balkans. All these reasons indicate the necessity for a common approach to dealing with potential hybrid and asymmetric threats, particularly in the field of solving unemployment and economic development. Specifically, future investments are viewed from the standpoint of the rate for capital risk investment, which is still relatively high in this region. If we take into account that there will no be possibilities for job creation and an increase in employment without investment, it is clear that precondition for the overall stability of the region are achieving a balanced approach to the asymmetric threats and a common response to the challenges. On the other hand, more standardized economic development means that CNI is more protected, because during the integration, we have to obey the rules of EU institutions regarding the protection of CNI, as a vital, essential, part of national and EU community.

The meaning of Comprehensive Approach is to bring all governmental and supranational stakeholders to prevention and crisis management regarding protection of CNI. Supporting tools for this purpose could be: 1) promotion of
shared values as well the understanding of the situation and common aims regarding the preservation of CNI on all levels; 2) development of the structures and planning the processes which can provide support and help in planning and implementation of appropriate reactions in situation when CNI are endangered; 3) establishing relationships and multilateral understanding, through common education, value building, training, exercising, analysis and planning a responding scenario in potential CNI endangered situation.\textsuperscript{594}

We can say that comprehensive and strategically are the synonyms for the approach to the analysis of asymmetric endogenous of CNI in the hybrid concept of conflict. The reasons for that we can see in the various aspects of nature of CNI, stakeholder of safety and preventive role, to the wide range of security risks and threats, as well as risk and threats holders. So, we can conclude that comprehensive should be an organization and action planning of stakeholders of security measures regarding CNI, analyzing types and sources of endangering of CNI (man caused or natural disasters), and, of course, analyze the risk holders (organizations, states and non-states, proxy, natural disasters, environment degradation, pollution, etc).

Having in mind asymmetrical nature of risks and threats for CNI, we can conclude that comprehensive security measures for CNI have the following purposes:

- Development of capabilities for physical protection and legitimated ownership under CNI;
- Low regulation and it’s incorporated in standardization forms of controlling and protection of CNI.
- Building the partnerships among the stakeholders of CNI security roles at national as well as regional and international level;
- Implementation of an all-hazards risk management approach through daily based stakeholders communication;
- Advance the timely sharing and protection of information among partners on all levels of CNI security management system.

Comprehensive approach involves strategic based planning process with a purpose to achieve a reliable and appropriate combination of security measures. Aims of those measures are: 1) to address intentional and accidental incidents, 2) to develop business continuity practices which can deal with

\textsuperscript{594} Mitrovic, Miroslav, Comprehensive Approach to the Asymmetric Endangerment of National Critical Infrastructure (July 10, 2013). Retrieved from SSRN: http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2942036.
disruptions and ensure the continuation of essential services, and 3) emergency management planning with the aim to ensure adequate response procedures that should be in place to deal with unforeseen disruptions and natural disasters.

Regarding those aims, comprehensive approach has the purpose to provide a framework for the functions of the multi-level (sector, nation, regional, international) of CNI protection networks, regarding Canadian\(^{295}\) model could include:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Enabling in-time data availability for all stakeholders;
  \item Identification of national, regional or sector risks holders and threats by NCI;
  \item Development time and expert made studies of real danger to CNI; and
  \item Creating Procedures and practices for the purpose of strengthening the resilience of CNI and their readiness for prevention, mitigation, response and recovery
\end{itemize}

From the German\(^{296}\) point of view, comprehensive approach can be divided by the nature of causes on: 1) natural events, 2) errors (technical failure or human error), and 3) organized violence activities (terrorism, crime, war). Taking into account the complexity and comprehensiveness, it can be said that the comprehensive strategic approach is necessary because of the need for:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Open risk communication among the state, companies, citizens and the general public, taking into account the sensitivity of certain information;
  \item Co-operation among all stakeholders in preventing and managing incidents;
  \item Greater self-commitment by operators regarding incident prevention and management;
  \item A greater and self-reliant, self-protection and self-help capability of individuals or institutions affected by the disruption or compromise of critical infrastructure services.
\end{itemize}


At the end, all stakeholders in crisis management process (planning, analyzing, educating, training, lessons-learning, equipping, etc.) in order to provide security and severity of CNI, should work together. Finally, due to the fact that the hybrid warfare concept, as well as asymmetric security threats aim to the perceived vulnerable components and CNI of nation, the most effective defense regarding them, is prevention. Namely, hybrid warfare, as well asymmetric threats, have the aim to plan, organize and conduct operations which are significantly different from the opponent’s ones, with the purpose to maximize own advantage, using the opponent's weaknesses, take the initiative, and the achievement of greater freedom to create activities with the ultimate aim of achieving strategic goals. Based on the above mentioned, the prevention of a state which would proactively commence with the creation of defensive attitude towards hybrid and asymmetrical threats includes a preventive planned operation. Such an approach would imply strategically conceptualized attitude towards the key structures of a state and society, the development of legitimacy and legality of state institutions, strengthening the economy, the establishment and enforcement of legislation, raising the level of general culture and education of the population, media and information environment, verification and highlighting positive moral and ethical values at the level of national social consciousness, etc. Applied in practice, preventive response to hybrid and asymmetric threats, regarding the key national resources, including CNI, involves the development of all the elements of a state and society, such as military capacities and capabilities, the economical, diplomatic information and communications, intelligence and security, legislative and judicial, scientific, educational and administrative resources of the state.  
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KRITIČNA NACIONALNA INFRASTRUKTURA SA STANOVIŠTA ASIMETRIČNIH BEZBEDNOSNIH PRETNJI U OKVIRU KONCEPTA HIBRIDNOG RATOVANJA
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Apstrakt: Savremeni geopolitički događaji ukazuju da su aktuelni sukobi po prirodi nelinearni, hibridni i asimetrični. Osim toga, ova nekonvencionalna sredina razvoja sukoba upućuje na fenomen da se aktuelni
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sukobi sve više udaljavaju od klasične, konvencionalne teorije ratovanja i da kreiraju ambijent nekonvencionalne paradigme konflikata. Sa tim u vezi, kritična nacionalna infrastruktura, pored ostalih nastavlja da bude sve više jedan od prioritetnih operativnih ciljeva novih, nekonvencionalnih napada protivnika. Specifičnosti ranjivosti i važnosti kritične nacionalne infrastrukture, naročito doprinose karakteristikama priroda savremenih hibridnih koncepata sukoba i posebno asimetričnih formi ugrožavanja nacionalne bezbednosti, i njihovi potencijalni efekti na elemente kritične infrastrukture, a time i opšte odbrambene sposobnosti nacije. U aktuelnom trenutku, svedoci smo da državni i nedržavni akteri dominantno i prevladujuće koriste nekonvencionalne forme konflikata radi ostvarivanja svojih interesa. Ova nekonvencionalnost predstavlja zajednički imenitelj koji obuhvata hibridnost i asimetričnost konflikata. Može se reći da je kritična nacionalna infrastruktura cilj delovanja asimetričnih formi ugrožavanja bezbednosti kao deo hibridnog koncepata sukoba. U radu su iznesena razmatranja koja imaju za cilj da doprinesu iznalaženju dela odgovora na pitanja: Šta je hibrid rat i gde je njena veza sa asimetričnim pretnjama bezbednosti? Koji deo kritične nacionalne infrastrukture je najugroženiji od strane asimetričnih bezbednosnih pretnji? Kako razviti prevenciji u zaštiti kritične nacionalne infrastrukture? Analiza je zasnovana na širokoj bazi naučne, stručne i normativno-pravne literature, kao i analizi aktuelnog stanja u Republici Srbiji u vezi sa navedenom temom.

**Ključne reči:** asimetrične bezbednosne pretnje, hibridno ratovanje, kritična nacionalna infrastruktura.